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Three Excerpts From the Poetry Collection "Leprosy and Slurred Speech"
 
by
 

Andrew Chmelko
 

my arms would fit snugly around your waist 
my cheek would feel ticklish against your neck 
my fingers would find solace in your hair 
my lips would set yours ablaze 
my hand would never let yours go 
my breath would soothe you while you sleep 
my existence would be justified if you saw a man in me 

so run
 
before I tell you again
 

you told me last night 
that you'd rather saw off your 
left am1 
(the arm you never use) 
than hurt me 

you don't know how to hurt me 
if you think that loving me would cause me pain 
and what you're doing right now 
helps me sleep at night 

i'll never taste your lips 
i'll never cushion your head with my chest 
as we sleep 
j'll never dance with you 
j'll never ravage your breasts 
i'll never make you sigh 
j'll never put a hungry look in your eyes 
j' IJ never know your two shades of nakedness 
j'll never see you cry 
as i hand you a rose 

maybe i would've had a chance 
if i could just say those three little words: 
i don't Jove 

Hike-U/American Haiku 

Watching him, watching me, wondering who will be the first eye to blink. 

The clock mercifully ticks quitting time; now I can come back to life. 

Haiku 

Color leaves on trees
 
With death grip hold on branches
 
Doomed only to fall.
 

Photographs 

Faded pictures
 
Strangers smiling
 
Familiar features
 
Names forgotton
 
Family just the same
 

Storms Within and Without 

A man standing on a cliff
 
His heart full of rage
 

Shakes a fist at passing clouds
 
Words spewed forth
 
In a venomous whir
 

More vile with each tick of time
 
A blackberry cloud retorts
 

In a thunderous voice
 
Fury is not golden
 

However, it can be costly 

by 
Marion E. Green 
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GO WITH GOD 
by Chad Wood 

Beneath the grey twilight of dusk, nothing moved in the cemetery. 
This is as it should have been, for everything there was dead, as always. 
The monotone neutral granite of the various headstones shone with their 
peculiar inverted glimmer, almost as though instead of providing a sharp 
glimpse of light, they absorbed just that, and nothing more. Something to 
provide a little less light in the world, make everything a little less cheerful. 
The chill and forbidding wind made its way cautiously among the markers 
of the dead, seemingly in an attempt to leave those resting in peace sedate 
and calm. 'No reason to wake,' it seemed to say, 'just passing through... ' 

The last leaves of the season had fallen to the frosted ground below, 
decorating it with the yellows, reds and burgandies of silence and mourn
ing, the feeling that always approaches at the end of each autumn. In the 
middle of one such decorated patch of ground in the far northern side of 
the cemetery sat a man. He was dressed in entirely black, his long over
coat, scuffed boots, slacks and shirt grasping and taking what light that the 
headstones hadn't been able to reach. This was the most dreary section of 
the cemetery, and always had been, even in the brilliance of summer. This 
section of ground was where the oldest of the old were buried, their 
dilapidated gravestones crumbling to dust, the land around them never 
quite as manicured as any other area of the resting place. This is where the 
forgot ton lay, their grandchildren and other relatives having long forgotten 
them - and, in most cases, having passed away themselves. This was where 
the last vestiges of humanity was blown away like dust, where nothing lay 
beneath the eroding headstones but a body, memories turned to ash. 

This was where eveyone ended up, in truth. No flowers, no tears, 
no happy thoughts of days gone past from mourners as they visited their 
loved ones. Just endless endlessness, a forever of nothing. 

Except, in an odd way, the grave at which the dark man sat. 
Hunched over in his coat against the wind and kneeling in front of a grave 
whose name and epitaph had worn away as if so much moth eaten silk, he 
wept. His face was encased in a soft shadow, but the tears were visible in 
the grey light as they dropped soundlessly to the barren earth. One, two, 
three, they fell. A tiny piece of life and living that spoke also of sadness and 
passing as they melted the frost they touched - only to be frozen quick 
again by the cautious wind. 

The man was weeping. He did not know the name of the owner of 
this dying grave, did not know any of those that surrounded him, either. 
He had come to the cemetery on this day that seemed an enduring dusk to 
visit and mourn his grandfather, dead now at least twenty years - the man 
wasn't certain. All that remained of his grandfather - Grampa - were a few 
blurry childhood memories; one involving a birthday, one involving a 
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fishing trip. Not much else. A hug and a kiss, perhaps. The man knew not 
of any harm ever done by his grandfather, and probably wouldn't have 
believed it if any such incidents were related to him. In his mind, Grampa 
was an incarnation of gentleness and love. 

The man hadn't wept at his grandfather's grave when he had 
arrived. He had knelt in front of the yet steadfast marker and spoken to 
him for a bit, telling him of the many things that had happened in the years 
that he had been away without taking the time to visit. He smiled as he 
spoke, cherishing the soft memories that had faded to little more than 
whispered ideas, and was sad that Grampa wasn't there anymore. He 
spent perhaps an hour at Grampa's resting place - enough so that he felt 
atoned for his previous laziness - and stood up to leave. 

When he did so, he stretched and yawned, his back cracking 
sharply and suddenly in the wind. He was startled at his own body, and 
glanced around quickly to see if any other visitors had been disturbed. 
None had. There was nobody there to be startled. As his gaze passed over 
the cemetery and headed back to his grandfather's headstone for one final 
goodbye, his eye caught a shimmer of red in the far right corner of the four
acre land of grey. His goodbye forgotten, he walked slowly to the color of 
life, anger, passion, love and heat - so blasphemous in this place of sadness 
and whispers. 

As he neared, he realized what he was intrigued by - a maple leaf, 
more red than usual, clinging to the rough edge of one of the many fading 
headstones. He plucked it off once he was near enough, and crumbled it in 
his hand, letting the haphazard remains be blown to the frozen earth in a 
slow dance - much like the man imagined that fairies would flit. 

He smiled at his brief fantasy, and turned to leave, but again 
something caught his eye. This time, he wasn't sure what it was. Some
thing about this area seemed amiss, out of place in a way that wasn't 
frightening, much as one would expect in a place of the dead, but more... 
more like a small wrongness, a tribute left unpaid and unnoticed. That was 
exactly what it was, he slowly realized. This area - not large, encompassing 
perhaps twenty gravestones, thirty at most - was fading away. He bent to 
read the inscription on the grave closest to him, and with a shock, discov
ered that he couldn't. Was that an 'R'? Or was it once a 'B'? And this 
date...19-...or was it a date? He frowned at his discovery and began 
looking more closely at the graves around him. Was that Eleanor? Or 
Elizabeth? Maybe even Elias... that faded pattern could once have been 
roses...or vines...or...well, anything. Angels, even - now brushed and 
caressed and faded by wind and rain and sun until nothing remained. 

And the ground...even the ground was wrong. Lumpy and 
uneven, with the grass cut sharply and without pattern or design. Sud
denly, it seemed as though the wind was harsher here, the temperature 
lower, the frost stronger. Emptiness and futility lived here. This was where 

they came from. 
He knelt on the ground in front of one of the many graves, for he 

thought he had spotted a phrase yet legible close to the bottom of the 
headstone's face. If so, it would be the only one. One in almost thirty. He 
stared at it intently for minutes on end, trying to decipher what letters 
remained. The solution came to him suddenly, and he sat back, stunned. 
Not a name, not a date, not a description (loving father, loved son...). 
Nothing of this person remained. No memories. No relatives. No loves. 

No one to visit and speak to them. No one to know who they were, 
what they did in life. Triumphs and tragedies, battles fought (be they 
emotional or physical), knowledge gained and loves lost - all gone, carried 
away by seasons, nature, forgetfulness, time. 

The groundskeeper of the cemetery seemed to know this. He, too, 
was guilty of forgetting these men and women, boys and girls. How dare 
he? How dare we? 

Because. 
Because that's the way it works. Everyone fades. Remembered 

men, legends, men and women who made their mark on the world with a 
bold fist and grand vision - they, too, fade. First to myth, then to a faint 
memory, then to nothing. Time sweeps them away slowly. Some faster 
than others, true, but the result is the same. 

The man realized this, and began to cry. He cried for his grandfa
ther, who, a century from now, would be known to no one save yellowed 
paper in a filing cabinet somewhere, a statistic that would, too, eventually 
crumble and fail. He cried for the fishing trip and the birthday cake, and 
the whispered idea of a hug and a kiss. He wept for the lost memories of 
those beneath him, for their forgotten lives, for their unknowing great
grandchildren and great-great-grandchildren. 

He wept for himself. 
He wept for everyone. 
He wept for you. 
He traced his finger one last time around the silent inscription, and 

then stood to leave. He walked slowly back to his car, a black shadow 
among black shadows in the quickly fading tvvilight. He got in, and 
hesitated a moment before turning the ignition and beginning his journey 
back to the land of the living. He looked back to the forgotten spot; its 
definition groWing less as the light took its leave, the grey and black 
winning the battle for now. He knew he would forget this feeling in a 
while, knew that his sadness would fade. Time would sweep that away, 
too. 

He whispered what the inscription had said. 
"Via con dios." 
Go with God. 
The man turned the ignition, and the car came alive, the sudden 
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noise of the engine startling a flock of sparrows from a nearby maple tree 
into flight, their cries mixing with the engine in a crazy quilt of vitality and 
strength - once more, a thing blasphemous here. The man put the car in 
gear and drove away, and the sparrows followed. 

a night on the town 
by Lauren Johnson 

street lights flicker with the late night breeze
 
the smog in the air has broken.
 
three lonely trees give you the air that you breathe,
 
while concrete towers have taken over.
 
i wait on the steps of this grand cathedral.
 
watching the truths of life stare me in the face.
 
the numbers 666 are red beacons in the sky,
 
but this grand cathedral still had captivating power.
 
people are wandering the streets.
 
i wonder if they are Scared.
 
i wonder if they have Hope.
 
cars screech by.
 
i hear the rickety wheels if a cart.
 
two young men are making their way towards me.
 
their cart bears the message,
 
"property of the US postal service"
 
i look for a collection box,
 
but fail to see.
 
suddenly, I realize their mission.
 
glovlessly, they remove bottles and cans from the garbage.
 
the young men finish,
 
move on.
 
as I am left on the stairs of the grand cathedral,
 
a witness.
 
their witness.
 
a few moments later,
 
a cabbie pulls up.
 
he discards five more cans.
 
all i can think is tha t he was too la teo
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notes on deconstruction and the living cycle by Ed Purchla 

fear passes in my last breath. i am the thought. this is your 
symbolism. the same passage read before you thought it. this is my 
confession. words that big need dildos. ooh. scary. BIG DILDOS of offense 
and representation. things i know nothing about. right? things you spit in 
my face. control. you love whore your money your capital your infinite 
fuck as the sky goes yellow-green your bombs your blood your buddha 
your jesus your pebbles on the ground crushing. change in font. change in 
style. i am dead. you are dead. rerun is whatever is loss. my repetition. 
confusing. just confusing. irrational psychobabble. still you are just as 
dead as i am. try and come to life again. 

on clom friday i sit down and make reference to my witty recollec
tion at a close river flowing through the answer we are divided on both 
sides piece apart my signifiers my cues my codes for me would you? 
fucker. figure me out before i figure it myself and i don't exist. i will 
investigate you. you do not. i spoil my own device. boring. declared 
boring. phrases one page of wisdon. read aloud then smashed down like it 
never existed. mortality is a linear fallacy. j'm as dead as i'll ever be alive. 
fuck me over like you do every day. capitalize on me again. woe at my 
seemingly morose exterior and praise my use of two-syllable 11th grade 
vocab. you're right ya know. you win every time. i debate with you 
outside my cerebellum. in and out of the crisp air. modernist metaphors 
song lyrics made by parker brothers. monopolized free spirit. i am the 
corporate hippy bound and tied to hate more than i believe exists. exist 
with me will you? 

now let's remember that before i close the window 'cause i'm 
gettin' cold that this is all for you. this is written for those who find me 
dead and declare it with a birth certificate declare me your christ for the 
week. this is for the last molten ash of me trying to spit on the decay round 
me. call me a pessimist and you will receive acknowledged phlegm. the 
time has come to realize the real true hypocracy lies in our description. our 
complex theoretical noggins. listen to me talk like i've been thinking for 
ever so long or at the same moment. just pulled it out of my ass. 
me my i mine me my i mine me mine i my mine me mine i mine. inside the 
things i can't project into language can't let the recorder instill on its low 
bias mini-fizz. i steal i inhale the leprosy of others and further my 
degradation. am i special? WHY YES. i am psychologically authentic. 
even suicide can't wash away that blemish. stained right out of the womb. 
a huge smelly spat of generic diarhea. tell me you're original tomorrow. 
and tomorrow never comes. and we all know that, 'cause it's taken by 
everyone. so do i have to quote it? 

fuck you -- you don't own a word. what little voice that left my 
head and popped into yours -- filled you with the imposter? 
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Curfused
 
by Jonah Timms
 

I toss, but it turns
 
And I'm sleeping in my dream
 

My lids are wide open
 
As crazy as it may seem
 

You speak. . .I listen
 
Euphoria felt so sweet
 

Flowing ever softly
 
From the stairs down to my feet
 

A day won't pass by
 
Not a night extends me through
 

I think and pray out loud
 
Joy and peace are part of you
 

Don't pause, don't forget
 
Brighter lights or a strange thing
 

What star will be picked out
 
Will a bee buzz and not sting
 

I place, I exist
 
Tails-heads written on a coin
 

I arrive at next phase
 
Open hands greet me to join.
 

Precious Times with Mother 
by Kathryn Lipphardt 

"Grandma, Grandma," I yelled jumping out of the only working 
door of our dented, blue Pinto, waiving my tiny arms. She looked on with 
anticipation and excitement in her chocolate colored eyes, as she stood in 
the doorway of the old run down farmhouse. You'd think after about 
twenty grandchildren, some of that enthusiasm would die off, but not 
when it came to Grandma. Each baby was precious and unique. 

My mother, 25, and brother, 10, who was just one year and ten 
months ahead of me, stood directly behind me taking Ben from his car seat. 
"There's terrible news," I cried to her. My baby brother had just been born 
a few days before, and my grandmother's face darkened like a cloud 
scurrying to cover up the warm sun. 

"What's wrong?" There were tears forming in her eyes. "It's a 
boy." Pouting, I walked past her through the screen door. My grand
mother laughed, but made sure to scold my mother. 

"Mary, I thought you'd teach better. I'm 68 and don't need this." 
Her scowl glistened into a smile, as she stole Ben out of Mom's arms, faster 
than a lightning bug can disappear during the summer nights. I had 
prayed and hoped for eight months that he would be a girl. All of my 
friends had sisters. "Aren't you a cutie pie, Benjamin Todd. You're defi
nitely not my Johnny's boy," she spoke with a weird tone, as if she were 
retarded. 

This really burned my butt and jealous, I informed her of my plan, 
"Grandma, we've decided to call him Benji - after the dog." Grandma 
smiled so hard her wrinkles aged twenty years. This is until my mother 
struck her with a look that the worst criminal would fear. 

"Katrina, what did I say about that?" She looked at me with large, 
hard eyes, and I knew it was time to go play with my cousins, Fanny and 
Robin. 

************************************************* 

It was the end of the summer in 1987, and the days were long, hot 
and boring. We lived in the woods on a dirt road. We did have neighbors, 
other than wildlife, but not many. And children of twelve and fourteen 
years old were more scarce than porcupines and skunks. To fill the oore
dam my brother and I fought - a lot. Tim, a foot taller than myself with 
long arms, had the advantage. With little effort, he would place his rough, 
dirty palm flat on the middle of my chest, and I'd be helpless. I couldn't 
reach him at all. That's when I learned to throw things at him. I never did 
it with the intention to hurt him, but if I didn't do something, I'd lose. So, I 
threw Mom's pink pumps, Star's dog bone, scissors, keys, or whatever was 
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in my reach at the moment. Usually, things would end up with me 
cryingand calling Mom at work, just a few miles into town. I always called 
in hopes of getting Tim grounded. After all, being younger, I was the 
helpless one. 

The trouble was Mom knew I was the troublemaker of the family 
as well as she knew that Sunday preceded Monday each week Overall, I 
was a good kid, but I was a little too stubborn and opinionated for my own 
good. She knew not to take my stories for sacred words, that there was a 
side I left out every time. 

She wouldn't buy my story at all this time. "But Mommm, he 
started it. I didn't do anything." I whined and sounded as pathetic as 
possible for a young tomboy. 

"Katrina, if you're that bored, why don't you-" 
"Make Tim go to his room?" I hoped. "No. Do Housework" 
''I'm not bored. I'm watching 'Strawberry Shortcake' and he turned 

it to stupid 'Incredible Hulk'" It was really his turn to watch, but I was 
younger. I was entitled to whatever I wanted, wasn't I? 

''I'll be home at lunchtime. Do the dishes. Tell Timothy to pick 
rocks." We'd moved not that long ago to Reservoir Road after buying 
uncleared land. We had some cleared, but couldn't afford the niceties, 
including good soil. We picked the large rocks from our acid (from pine 
trees) infested yard by the wheelbarrows full, so we could eventually plant 
grass. 

"Why do I have to stay inside? You love that spoiled brat more." 
"Pick rocks then, and let Tim to the dishes," Mom knew I hated to pick 
rocks, more than I loved to bother Tim. "Why do you love him more? I'm 
going to run away." 

"Katrina," she was getting frustrated with me now, "I have two 
parent meetings scheduled before I can come home. Do what I said." She 
hung up. 

"Buger-eater," I called to Tim, "you have to pick rocks and do the 
dishes. Mom told me to take Star for a walk" Star was a mix of Beagle and 
Eskimo Spitz with golden blonde fur. Her neck was as thick as a lion's, and 
her long haired tail reminded me of a horse's mane. 

But Tim wasn't a dummy, either, and I knew better. He went 
outside. So, I gave in and did the dishes. If I didn't, there would be words 
flying when Mom got home. When that happened, she made us do chores 
together. That's the worst. We'd have to be nice to each other before she 
stopped finding work to do together. 

When I was done, I make a sign that read, "Protesting" on one side 
and "I Hate Brothers" on the other. I walked up and down the two hun
dred feet of roadside property to let everyone know that I was no one to 
mess with. I was also motivated to do this there because Tim happened to 
be picking rocks in that exact spot. Oh, how I loved to aggravate him! 

My mother arrived home and dragged me into the house. I 

thought I'd outsmarted her. A neighbor stopped by later that night to see 
what I was doing! 

Years later, laughing, I am told how mortified she was of what the 
neighbors thought. But later on, she realized how proud she was that no 
one was going to push her daughter around. 
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A Day in the Life 
by Chad Wood 

The world shakes with the impact of the grenade, and for a 
moment that seems as though it were an eternity, the blast is who I am. It 
is what I see (or, rather, don't see), it is what I feel, it is what I hear, and it is 
what I taste as the smoke billows through the air in a charging cloud of 
rancid grey and pain. After the forever of terror and agony washes away, I 
begin to cough. The coughing lasts nowhere near as long as the time in the 
grasp of the explosion, but it, too, seems to take an eternity to quell. With 
each sharp exhalation of breath, another, far harsher inhalation follows, for 
the smoke is everywhere. I am lost in maelstrom of confusion, forgetting 
who I am, where I am, what has happened. That doesn't last as long as 
anything else, though I wish it would. As they say, ignorance is bliss. 

I am lying in the middle of a field of tall, coarse grass, gasping for 
air and searching through the smoke for the rest of my platoon. I am 
stranded in a sea of stinging blindness, and I dare not call out for fear of 
warning the enemy where I am. Sharp cracks of gunfire resound across 
the land, and a rush of air as a bullet passes my ear freezes me solid. 
Paralyzed by fear, exactly what I have been trained not to be. The con
stricting terrOJ. breaks after a moment, and I remember me. I remember to 
check for wounds, for missing limbs, for missing senses. All of this I do 
completely un-self consciously, for to pay too much attention to what is 
missing would be to bring the fear back, this time in full force. 

I am fine. 
I notice this without a sense of relief or a sense of triumph. I notice 

it in the way that one notices that the air is breathable today. Something 
that just is, no need for comment, thank-you-sir-may-I-have-another7 

Next. What to do next? Still too much smoke to open fire without 
risking the lives of my fellow soldiers. Oh, yes. To my right, about a few 
feet away. That's where Jimbo was. Better go check, make sure he's still 
got all his parts, the whole nine yards. Wouldn't do to have half a man be 
your only cover. 

I scuttle through the rough grass slowly, trying not to make much 
noise, though the incessant gWlfire half-heard through ringing ears must 
be enough cover to mask anything short of a tank's engine. There' A shirt 
of green-on-green camo poking through the crisp brown weeds and the 
soft agony of the smoke. Jimbo! I crawl a bit faster towards him, all the 
while chanting his name like a mantra through my coughs without ac
knowledging it. Jimbo, Jimbo Jimbo - Jim. I'm shouting it when I reach 
him, and even I can hear my raspy voice through the ringing and the snap
crackle-pop of the guns, but Jimbo doesn't notice. He must have been even 
closer when the grenade blew, to have his cars ring this badly. 

There, now. Practically on top of him, easy to reach out and grasp 
his shirt through the smoke. Tell him I'm here, that Howard, good 01' 
Howard Redman managed to escape another. Tell 'em I'm here so we can 
start blasting away again at those bastards - show 'em who's boss. 

I grab his shirt and hold on tight, shake a bit. I can tell it's his 
sleeve - his fingers down there at the other end say so. Smoke everywhere. 
He's not moving. Damn you, Jimbo - I'm here! I shake a bit harder and 
then yank, so he knows he's not alone in this mess. Snap-crackle-pop. 

His arm comes up with mine, and I pull closer and notice that it's 
just his arm, nothing more. A singed and ragged mess of what looks like 
that rabbit I cleaned when I went hunting with my Dad all those years ago, 
ages ago, worlds away - that's what the rest of his arm is. A bloody, ragged 
meat confetti. I'm not sick, not disgusted. Not scared, either, because I 
know I'm not supposed to be. That's what the army is, after all. Just a 
place to teach men that fear is to be controlled, used. It has no command
ing place in the minds of civilized patriots like you and me and Uncle Sam. 
Fear? Pshaw! The only scared people are dead people, as my drill sergeant 
used to say, all those worlds away, back when being here was just a 

soldier's wet dream. 
So, I do what makes perfect sense. I take the arm and hold it close 

to me, and crawl further in the direction I was heading before, to find the 
rest of Jimbo. It's his arm, after all, and of course he'll want it back. Can't 
fight a war without having all of your parts, right? 

I feel something on my right hand as I bring it down to pull me 
ahead some more. Sticky, gooey, wet, chunky. The feeling brings back 
memorties of that night long ago and far, far away when I went out 
drinkin' with some of the guys and had too many out at the bar in Saigon. 
Jimbo was there. I remember the messy feel of vomit as I knelt in it to bring 
up yet more. This is the same feel. Maybe a bit stickier. I wonder briefly if 
I'm wading through napalm, the skin moisturizer of the devil. 

Onward, Christian Soldier. I crouch-walk ahead a bit more, 
searching for Jimbo-Jim. His arm, not mine. Wrist-deep in the moist 
chunks now. Red everywhere. Sharp hard things here, too. They're red
white, more pink than anything else. Jimbo-Jim, where are you? I've got 
your arm, see, and I don't really need it. Thanks for giving me a hand, 

though; you're a real pal. 
I begin to laugh and I sit down in the mess, hysteria pouring out of 

me like the smoke from the blast. Laugh, laugh, laugh. Snap-crackle-pop, 
snap-crackle-pop. Another whiz, this one close to my ear again. I stop 

laughing. I look around. 
I vomit. Once, twice, three times. The reek, the stench, the mess 

oh God, the mess. Poor Jim. There's an ear, untouched. A splatter of gray, 
a smattering of white, like a child's hasty finger-painting session. I drop 
the arm and head back the way I had come, fast, fast, faster. No more 
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Jimbo. I have to get away from that, from what Jim left behind. Too much, 
not enough, you see? Another whiz. Snap-crackle-pop, blam. Another 
flash-explosion, ears ringing worse now. This one wasn't close, but my 
heart jumps anyway. 

They killed Jimbo. Jimbo-Jim, great guy, lowed him five bucks. 
The fucks, the useless fucks! I hold my rifle at the ready, turn 90 

degrees towrd the onslaught of bullets and begin to fire. I run towards 
them as I shoot, the clap as each bullet leaves the barrel becoming more and 
more faded as my fury takes hold. Heat, fire, anger. My left shoulder 
stinging; don't know why. My right leg suddenly, agony, pain, falling. 
Hurts worse than that time when I was nine and fell out of my treehouse 
and broke my leg, though in some ways, it's identical. I hit the ground, and 
the wind is knocked out of me. Click, click. Out of ammo. Change clips, 
snap-click. All done. Snap-crackle-pop again, all around me. I notice, the 
way you notice that the air is breathable today, the way you notice that 
why, yes, I am in fact still Howard George Redman of Minneapolis, Minne
sota, that I can hear the enemy shouting unintelligible words, screaming. 
Or is that the Lieutenant? Fuck him, I'm busy. Gotta fight the good fight. 
More shots whiz. The dirt around me explodes; my left leg stings. I can't 
move my left arm anymore. No matter. I'll shoot from here; no need to 
run. Reloading again is difficult this time, but I do it. Snap-crackle-pop. 
Dust and smoke everywhere. Smell the acrid air. Can't see much, this 
sweat in my eyes. Can't feel much, either, except the stinging and throb
bing in my legs and my shoulder. Snap-crackle-pop.
 

Thump.
 

This green thing in front of me and a few feet to my left. Wasn't
 
there before. Familiar. I know I should be afraid, but I don't know why. 
I'm pretty sure that even if I knew why, I still wouldn't care. 

A flash, a tremor, a sting. Red, I decide in a moment of clarity. The 
green thing meant red. 

The world shakes with the impact of the grenade, and for a mo
ment that seems as though it were an eternity, the blast is who I am. It is 
what I see (or, rather, don't see), it is what I feel, it is what I hear, and it is 
what I taste as the smoke billows through the air in a charging cloud of 
rancid grey and pain. 

KAREN
 
by
 

Erin McCarthy
 

(SCENE: Spotlight on KAREN, who stands up stage left, 
clutching a bottle of laundry detergent.) 

KAREN 
Oh, well, besides him being a fucking schitzo, it's fine. I mean I can under
stand it, after all - but it's still really frustrating. You should of seen it .. .sal 
- he was ... (Beat) I mean, all - all I kept seeing at first was my grandfather. 
In everything this guy Fred did. I guess - I guess I still ... He's everywhere 
for me, Mat. I was talking to Garry the other day. He don't - this was 
Tuesday, and, and he was saying the same thing about when his father 
died. Any man remotely like him, he got swept up onto all of these memo
ries. Same with me. Just on, on - yesterday, it was yesterday, and this guy 
Fred is talking about the fucking, about the camps, the concentration 
camps, and I'm thinking - completely not listening, not listening at all- I'm 
thinking of how his apartment reminds me of mine growing up. You ever 
been to Hell's - Yeah, a little more. No, I got quarters - here. So, Hell's 
Kitchen, right? My grandmother had a small garden out on the side lot of 
the building. Had it for years. She'd prune and pick at that shit every day, 
and everyday more weeds were there. My grandfather would just let her 
pick, day after day, just let her feel good about picking them weeds out 
with those old work gloves he'd found for her in the basement of the 
building, never telling her that she was just going to have to be out there 
again tomorrow. And the next day. And the fucking next. Therapeutic, he 
called it. Yeah, that wasn't therapeutic - that was fucking busy work. I 
tried to tell her, tried to tell her not to waste her time on weeding that shit, 
but ... (Beat) Did you know that my grandfather forbid me to speak 
Vietnamese? Did you know that? He had a pretty good grasp of English, 
but not of children. (Beat) He didn't want it to hold me back. .. I think he 
was more embarrassed of it, if you want to know. I knew it when I was 
really young, but I lost fluency after a few years in school. Hell's Kitchen, 
you know? All the Asian students, what ones there were, spoke their own 
language to each other. And that was their bond. And the white kids 
fucking hated me. And my grandmother, she - she spoke English very 
haltingly, very limited. She only knew a few phrases. Things like, "How 
you are?" and "This dress. Put on it." It's funny, right? But imagine 
coming home from school and wanting to tell you par - well, for you your 
parents - wanting to tell them how your day was, and you can't. And they 
can't even ask. I mean, my grandfather wouldn't ask. He didn't give a shit 
about anything. I couldn't ask about my parents' accident. Nothing. 
Fucking nothing .. .I know, I know. I'm OK. (Beat) But, I mean, not being 
able to tell my grandmother how - everything that I was feeling. I could 20 
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see it in her eyes that she wanted to know ... I can still see her eyes some
times. (Pause) But I tried to tell her - to tell her not to waste her time with 
those weeds. But I didn't have the words to make a case for myself. So one 
day I just yanked all them fuckers out. One by one, I yanked out the 
weeds, the flowers, the herbs ... everything. And I left them in a pile right 
on our doorstep. My grandmother, she didn't speak to me for a month. No 
shit. I never told no one I did it, but I'm sure she saw my - the dirt on my 
hands, under my fingernails. (Beat) So I used to see those weeds every
where after that: weeds that grew up through the cracks in the sidewalk ... 
weeds on the cuff of some woman's coat ... weeds on their - on people's 
shoes, on the hot dogs the vender was turning with his greasy, what are 
them things called? Pinchers? Tongs? There were weeds on some fire 
escapes - then there were those ones that floated by between the buildings. 
I could only catch a glimpse of them. (Beat) They were even there when I 
closed my eyes - being pulled out with a hand in a glove. My 
grandmother's hand. And if I looked closely, like when you're pushing 
apart leaves to get a closer look, I could see her eyes behind them. I can 
still see her eyes. 
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